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illustrer des points d'enseignement précis. Chaque chapitre constitue habituellement une unité en soi, se prLtant aussi bien B la lecture ciblée qu'intégrale. Le style fluide, dynamique et stimulant en fait un livre de qualité, agréable B feuilleter. La mise en page est aérée et agrémentée d'illustrations évocatrices, le choix des mots traduits m'apparaît juste, précis et d'autant plus nécessaire dans ce contexte d'évaluation. Le prix est plus élevé que celui de l'édition anglaise, cependant la traduction est impeccable et vaut le déboursé. Celle-ci s'est vraiment imprégnée de la précision et de la compassion de l'auteur, car les mots les plus simples sont souvent les plus difficiles B traduire et sont d'une importance essentielle lorsqu'on parle avec le patient ou de celui-ci. One approaches this book uneasily-a very sad task faces workers in the field of child abuse, and the task is all the sadder when the abused child becomes, in adolescence, an abuser himself. Nevertheless, as British psychoanalyst John Woods maintains in his first 2 chapters, psychoanalytic psychotherapy can help. This depends on the therapy being integrated within the larger social and custodial system by which the abuser is contained, and also "if it is modified in terms of an offense focus and adapted to specific management issues" (p 18).
Further, if therapists view adolescence as a "time of hope," they may gain the needed balance between meeting the young person, on the one hand, as a victim, and on the other, as a perpetrator. The victim-perpetrator is removed from the morbid family system he came from-in which secrecy was sustained by blaming him for sexual transgressions by his elders-and is placed in a therapeutic system based on honest communication between abuser and therapist and, when necessary, between therapist and the containing environment.
The abuse he has suffered-even as grisly as repeated anal intercourse perpetrated by his father-is defensively twisted by the boy, so that to mitigate his hurt and shame, he injures others-other children. "Now it's your turn," he seems to be saying, as if, as supervisor Anne Alvarez claims, he's enjoying himself. In this way, the vulnerability he once suffered can temporarily be passed on to someone else. Understanding this twisted equation is essential if therapists, instead of adding to the abuses the boy has already suffered, are to work through their revulsion for his offenses and get on with being helpful. The therapist's understanding is also bolstered if common themes in abuse work are recognized-a boy's feeling socially, sexually, and intellectually inadequate, or feeling all he's good for is sex, or feeling that the therapist, like his perpetrators, may want to violate him. Indeed, it is to fend off such feelings that the abused-abuser finds refuge in a false self, a self that also functions to give a semblance of complying with the containments he is brought to live within. He seeks this refuge while also guarding his perverse fantasy life with the same secrecy with which his original molesters carried out their trespasses. As the boy comes to trust his therapist, however, the trappings of falsity may slowly fall away. Both being sexually provocative and also denying responsibility for his actions are aspects of a false self that come to interfere with treatment less and less. Treatment, of course, if it has a chance of success, is a multidimensional affair, usually in a residential setting where behavioural therapy, and often group therapy, are concurrent with psychoanalytic psychotherapy. The kind of team involved in this work necessarily has its own dynamics, and careful communication is of great importance, not only about the boy's concerns, but also about the concerns and stresses of the therapeutic team itself. While other children in the residential setting are reasonably shielded from the boy's boundary violations, members of the staff may be easy targets. Angry and hurting, his aggression gives him momentary respite, often at the cost of considerable stress to his caregivers. Aggression, happily, may find healthier outlets. For selected boys, group therapy offers the opportunity, among peers, to shed secrecy and, by slow degrees, to open to the group shameful recesses of their private worlds. Woods reports on the relief that boys feel as they gradually disburden themselves of their secrets. It is only then that their social development, previously retarded, can begin to move in the direction of social responsibility. An encouraging example, which becomes possible once the group has gained cohesion, occurs when each boy writes a letter or a poem in the voice of an abused child and then, conversely, writes a letter of apology to his victims. Creative tasks such as these are workable if the cotherapists-2 therapists being preferable to one-manage to diminish the power of their authority as the boys' own authority increases. "The negotiation of power relations in a group," Woods says, "is of crucial importance to the adolescent's recovery of faith in a non-abusive world" (p 109).
However, abuse can skew an individual's sexual identity, and not uncommonly a boy will have assumed a female identity in preference to thinking of himself as one to whom these things have happened. Getting older, however, he parodies masculinity with coerciveness, in denial of his past submissions, and inflicts on others the abuses he himself has suffered. In a separate chapter, Woods focuses on boys whose parody is played out publicly-such as in grabbing the breast of a woman passing on the street. Often these brash boys are less damaged than those whose fragmentary sense of masculinity leads to such sexual confounding that they become prey to guilt, self-hatred, anxiety, and depression, and begin to drift into alcohol and drug use, as well as reckless sex. For therapists to find hope in themselves for working with these boys is, as yet, a rare occurrence.
I will defer discussion of the penultimate chapter to mention the book's last chapter, in which Anne Alvarez, purportedly offering reflections on supervision, actually offers a reprise of Woods' text; although she is clearly a wise and experienced professional, her contribution adds little that is fresh. Woods, in the previous chapter, reports on a therapy with a pedophiliac man, and as with other noteworthy and moving cases illustrated throughout the book, this one is highly engaging. Woods strays, however, as he so often does in describing his cases, into a Freudian fantasyland where interpretations become facts and theories validate themselves because they tidy things up so handily. Many readers will be surprised to read that despite gay sex being long established as a normal human variant, we still get such admonitions as " [one] needs the other [sex] to fulfill wholeness," and even more surprised to be reminded that anal sex is deemed to be a way of turning one's father's penis into feces. This kind of sublimity, as well as the frequent marring of the text by fuzziness, cliché, and capricious commas, interferes with the wisdom and compassion that inflect most of the book. Still, perpetrators of sexual abuse are tough subjects even to understand, much less to treat. That some of them can be helped to healthier adjustment is indeed a message of hope, and John Woods puts it forward convincingly. 
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The aim of the volume was to bring together an international group of experts to provide the very latest in scientifically sound information on the nature and treatment of PTSD. I believe the writers have accomplished this.
As is the case with many multiauthored books, readers may not connect with every chapter. For example, a chapter on a single case study involving virtual reality exposure will not have as wide appeal as the final chapter ("Where We Are and
